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Author Bios 

Dr. David Knapp, father of eight, grandfather of 28, has been a student of life experiences most
notably, that of loss. His passion to help others understand the grieving process with the goal of
helping those who experience loss began with the publication of his book, I Didn’t Know What
To Say; Being a Better Friend to Those Who Experience Loss has extended into a speaking
ministry on grief. His popular seminar course on grief is available at: 
https://www.griefreliefministries.com/courses

A sought-after national speaker and published writer, Dr. Knapp has served as an administrator
and professor at two Bible schools. Currently, he is a regional stewardship relations director for
an international religious nonprofit, Ethnos360. David grew up on a farm in southern Iowa. He
received his undergraduate and graduate studies at Calvary University & Seminary and was
awarded his doctorate at Peniel Baptist Seminary.  

Crystal Wacker Knapp graduated from Vanguard University with a B. A. degree in Christian
Education. In the ensuing years, she has been a teacher, a children’s pastor, and a marketing
assistant. Knapp credits the skills used in all those career paths as well as nine years living and
working in one of the most dangerous U. S. inner cities of New York for her current focus and
passion – Reach UP. There she embraced the twin pillars of responsibility, that of identifying
with the people by living in tenement housing and visiting families every week in her territory
of 6×11 blocks in the notorious East New York. With no funds, but lots of connections and
enthusiasm, Reach UP magazine debuted December 6, 2007. In addition to her role as Editor-in-
chief of the mag and RU communications, Crystal loves collaborating with her husband on 
projects — writing, speaking, traveling, and of course, being grandparents to an extraordinary  
    group of grandkids.   https://www.reachupmag.org/

David and Crystal Knapp



For most people, the grieving process is an “uncharted 
waters” experience. Many welcome guidance along the 
way on how they are doing. When screaming won’t do and 
emotions roil, writing can become a helpful outlet. But many
a journal for thoughts while grieving lies mostly unused 
because blank lines appear intimidating when tears cloud the
eyes and words won’t form.
This journal for grieving prompts the griever with quotes, 
thoughts, and just enough space to explore what is beneath the 
surface. 
Borne out of experience, in this book, some entries serve as a guide 
to consider what needs to be done next. Other pages give room to
record the little things one wants to remember forever. Extra pages at 
the end of each section can be used for one’s own unprompted stream 
of consciousness journal or a continuation of thought from a previous
entry. The timeline of grieving derived from the book I Didn’t Know What
to Say by David Knapp serves only as a guide and not a rule. Ultimately, it
is your own journey and experience that matters. This journal is geared
for those grieving any loss. It can serve as a great gift to those you
know who are mourning.

Recording My Sorrows,
Hoping for Joy

A Guided Journal for Grievers

Book Bio 



Testimonials 
"When my 37-year-old son died in my arms following a
motorcycle accident, I wish I would have had a tool like this
insightful workbook to help guide me through my grief. Even
now, using the book, I found help, strength, and encouragement
within its pages. 
The authors are wonderful Godly people who have walked
through the difficulty of Grief many times themselves. What I
loved about the guide was that the reader can get alone with
God to work through their own grief journey. This is a valuable
tool to help the grieving navigate through the shadow of the
valley of death and come out strengthened on the other side." 
Rev. Craig Andrus
Pastor, Christian Heights Church

What can you say about grief? It’s hard, it’s confusing, it’s unpredictable, it doesn’t follow a
prescribed timeline…yes, all of these and more especially when you are the one grieving.
Within the pages of this journal the Knapps include gentle, wise suggestions and
encouragements…and lots of room to jot down personal feelings and thoughts. How I wish I’d
had the Grief Journal by David and Crystal Knapp when I was going through my grief journey! 
-Susan Barrett
Retired International Consultant, Peacemakers Ministries

“Grief and loss have a certain distinctive to each person. Its perplexities, dynamics, and often, a certain
construct, takes a hold of each participant and create its own profile. In each person though, the
common denominator that David Knapp summarizes so well is this: “I didn’t know I could hurt this
badly ....”
 This Grief Journal is a wonderful tool for anyone’s tool belt, as they process their heartbreak. Whether
you lost a loved one, are challenged with a life transition, trying to make sense of too much change
that’s too fast for your comfort, this journal will guide your overthinking mind, overwhelmed heart, and
unsettledness to a sense of productive peace- God’s presence. And because each person's experience
is so unique, this journal doesn’t have to be orchestrated in a front-to-back format. Simply open to the
page that seems to speak the most and you’re guided to reflect on a prompt to help you see more
clearly. 
 As a Grief Counselor and Grief/Loss Educator, I highly recommended this as a helpful aid to your grief
experience. When you are at a loss, I encourage you to find hope through journaling”. 
-Steve Sewell- Speaker/Trainer/Grief Counselor 
 Author of At A Loss, Finding Hope, and Hearing from God



Grievers who may be struggling with the

mourning process.

Friends of someone who has experienced a loss

to give as a gift to them.

Mourners who want to understand how to

grieve well.

First-time grievers who would like guidance in

the process.

Folks who have experienced a loss other than

through death.

Friends and relatives who have experienced a

loss through death.

Grievers who need help with closure.

Family Members

Pastors/Ministers

Counselors

Friends

Support Groups 

Support Organizations 

Teachers

Doctors

Unemployed (forced)

Target Audience 

WHO SHOULD READ 

First Responders

Nurses

Hospice Caretakers

Caretakers

Divorcees

Relationship Experts

Widows/Widowers

Grievers

Mourners



Workbook Excerpt 

Extra pages at the end of each section can be used for one’s own
unprompted stream of consciousness journaling or a continuation of
thought from a previous entry. The timeline of grieving stages derived
from I Didn’t Know What to Say serves only as a guide and not a rule.
Ultimately, it is your own journey and experience that matters.

This journal is for you and you alone. It is a safe place to record and give
expression to the raw emotions of your life in this present moment. The
timeline suggestions are simply that of the authors. Your personal
timeline experience may be totally different. That is okay.

Grieving can change hour by hour, week by week, and month by month.
There is no right or wrong emotion. Do not feel that you have to be
 “right” or perfect. Just give yourself the freedom to express how 
you feel in response to the journal prompt or how the day is 
progressing, or not progressing.

When screaming won’t do and emotions roil, writing can become 
a helpful outlet. But many a journal for thoughts while grieving
lies mostly unused because blank lines appear intimidating when
tears cloud the eyes and words won’t form. 

This journal for grieving prompts the griever with quotes, thoughts, and just enough
space to explore what is beneath the surface. Borne out of experience, some entries
serve as a guide to consider what needs to be done next. Other pages give room to
record the little things one wants to remember forever. 

“Grieving is a process. It’s not cut and dry or black and
white. Every loss is unique to each individual and it takes
time to grieve “well.” David and Crystal have created a
resource to beautiful guide anyone who is grieving in a way
that fits best for them. Each prompt has been thoughtfully
developed, covering a range of emotions and thoughts
throughout the grieving process. Not sure how to grieve
well? This journal is a great place to start.” 



What is the most helpful piece
of advice in your journal guide?

Is this book just for a religious
group like Christians?

Who is the target
audience for this journal?

Did you handle your own 
various losses in the manner

written in the journal?

How is your journal guide
relevant today?

How much of your own
personal experiences are 

in the journal?

What will someone remember
the most after working through

this journal guide?

Why should someone have a
copy of your journal guide?

Why did you write this
 journal guide?

What's an example of one thing you
recommended in your journal that
folks may not realize can aid them
in healing from grief?

Why should someone journal
through the grieving process?

What "difference" can this
journal make in a person's life?

Who should get a copy
of this journal guide?

Does this journal only 
cover loss through death?

What is commonly the most
difficult part of grief this
journal can help with?

Can a person benefit from this
journal guide even if they are not
good at expressing themselves in

written form?

The publisher of this journal
 is Grief Relief Ministries. 

Tell us about that.

How can someone get 
copies of your journal guide?
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Interview Questions

What other products and services
does Grief Relief Ministries offer?

Is this an appropriate gift 
for a griever?



Story Ideas 
for Reporters 

 Winning Over Grief1.
       Guidance for those mourning a loss.
   2.  HOW TO EVALUATE YOUR PROGRESS IN GRIEF: 
       Instructions and suggestions in understanding one’s own grieving   
       process.
  3.  WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU ARE GRIEVING:
       Individualized guidance for those who are mourning a loss of any 
       kind.
  4.  HOW DO I KNOW IF I AM STILL GRIEVING? 
      A timeline can help one evaluate their place in the grieving 
      process.
   5.  JOB LOSS AND THE MARKET PLACE: 
       When job loss identifies who you are, can it be overcome?
   6.  DIVORCE AND THE GRIEVING PROCESS; 
        Am I allowed to grieve the loss of the many things that have 
        changed after a divorce?
    7.  WILL MY GRIEF EVER END? 
        Suggestions for events, activities, and statements that facilitate 
        grief’s demise. 
    8.  GRIEVING IS A TEAM SPORT; 
         Having trusted friends who know what to say and not say to  
         those mourning.
    9.  NOBODY WILL LET ME MISS MY PET; 
        Helpful suggestions on how to process the grief from a pet loss.
  10.  GRIEF FROM SOMEONE WHO HAS BEEN THERE: 
         personal experiences of others can aide in one’s mourning   
         process. 

“Hard things must be felt, grieved, and released in order to open
up that part of the heart that feels joy. When we allow ourselves to

grieve the wounding people and experiences [i.e. loss] in our lives, the
screaming voices start to recede into the background.”

 
J. Kevin Butcher, Choose and Choose Again



Downloadable Photos 
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"When my first marriage came screeching to a halt through betrayal
and abandonment, I experienced the horrible pain of deception by
one who was supposed to be my closest ally. I also experienced the
profound pain of the "death of a spouse," for the man I thought I
was married to suddenly didn't exist anymore. How I wish I had
Recording My Sorrows, Hoping for Joy; A Guided Journal for
Grievers to help me process and express the loss!" 
 -Karen Duckett, Rescued for Destiny - Joel 2 Army

http://clk.im/Knapps
http://clk.im/Knapps2
http://clk.im/BOOKc
http://clk.im/JOURNALc


E-mail: brandon@ravingreferrals.com 

Phone: (503) 887-3540 

Website: www.RavingReferrals.com 

LinkedIn: 

www.linkedin.com/in/brandonbarnum/ 

 

Connect with 

David and Crystal Knapp

 

www.facebook.com/griefreliefmin

www.instagram.com/grief_relief

www.twitter.com/david_knapp1

www.linkedin.com/in/griefreliefministries

http://griefreliefministries.com

 https://www.reachupmag.org/
https://www.griefreliefministries.com/course

www.youtube.com/griefreliefministry.com


